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ABSTRACT

A program to perform computer simulation of an optical projection printer
was written in order to address the problems associated with replicating small
lines in positive photoresist. The optical section of the simulation calculates the
image intensity due to a mask pattern of periodic lines and spaces. The simula
tion considers the numerical aperture of the objective lens, multiple wavelength
imaging, the presence of focus error, and partially coherent illumination of the
mask. A novel algorithm for imaging with partially coherent light, relying
heavily on intuitive insight, is presented in detail. A set of routines for the
exposure and development of positive photoresist has been adapted and
modified for the simulation. The final output of the simulation is a two-
dimensional line-edge profile in resist.

The shape and position of the line-edge profile vary significantly with pro
cess parameters. Partially coherent mask illumination, an important parameter
in projection printing, affects both the image intensity incident on the resist and
the resulting developed profiles in the resist. Simulations show a reduced sensi
tivity of resist linewidth to exposure variation and an increased tolerance of the
linewidth to focus error with partially coherent illumination.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advent of projection mask aligners into integrated circuit fabrication has created a
need to understand the various processing problems involved1"18. Since controlled experimen
tation in the lab is both costly and time consuming, computer simulation of laboratory
processes is quite useful. A simulation also has the inherent advantage of separating a particu
lar parameter from the parameters of the entire process.

Simulation has been used by a number of authors to investigate the effect of a specific
parameter on projection printing. In particular, the work of Hershel15,16 briefly addresses the
role of partial coherence in projection printing. Narasimham and co-workers17,18 have simu
lated the effects of polychromatic exposure and of defocus. A key component in these simula
tions is the model for the photosensitive material; and much effort has been spent in character
izing the photoresists used by the integrated circuit industry19-25. A useful process simulator
must incorporate a valid model for the exposure and development of the resist.

A general process simulator called SAMPLE, simulation and modeling of profiles for
lithography and etching, has been written as an ongoing group effort at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley. As shown in figure 1-1, SAMPLE consists of the Lab, containing the code
for the simulation, and of the User-Interface26, which controls the simulation with a simple set
of user-oriented commands. The current version of the Lab is the subject of the first part of
this dissertation. The second part of the dissertation uses SAMPLE to explore the effect of par
tial coherence on projection printing. SAMPLE is written in standard FORTRAN and is easily
transferred to mini-computer systems with overlaying capability.

Depicted in figure 1-2, the first part of the Lab models a projection mask aligner. The
condenser system of the printer illuminates the mask, and the imaging system projects the
mask on a wafer coated with positive photoresist. Several layers between the resist and the
substrate are allowed. After exposure, the wafer is removed from the aligner and developed.

The Lab consists of three main subsections called machines. Each machine is self-

contained and produces output in common blocks' accessible to the other machines. Each
machine is controlled by a sub-controller , a subroutine with the same mnemonic name as the
machine. The sub-controller sets various internal machine parameters and calls on the routines
needed to solve the problem defined by the input data. Each machine has its own message
routine, which contains system printouts of three classes—errors, warnings, and messages. The
breaking up of the Lab simulation into separate machines provides a great deal of flexibility for
adding additional features and minimizes computational redundancy.

The IMAGE machine of SAMPLE calculates the image intensity distribution incident on
the resist, taking into account the effects of the numerical aperture of the objective lens, focus
error, multiple wavelength exposure, and partially coherent mask illumination. The resist is
then exposed via the EXPOSE machine, which uses the positive resist model of Dill and co
workers7,819. The primary quantity of the Dill model is M(x,z,t), which indicates the amount
of exposure at the resist point (x,z) at time t. The resist is then developed by the DEVELOP
machine, which uses a modified version of the string algorithm of Jewett27. The development
rate at point (x,z) in the resist is calculated via an experimentally determined rate function
R[M(x,z)¥20. The final output is a two dimensional line-edge profile in resist. The shape and
position of the line-edge profiles produced by the simulator vary significantly with process
parameters.

See Appendix C: Common Block Documentation.



One of the important process parameters in projection printing is the degree of illumina
tion coherence11,15,16. In the laboratory the degree of coherence is controllable by inserting a
stop in the condenser system of the projection printer. However, subsequent process varia
tions, such as wafer bow and resist thickness, are not easily controllable in the laboratory and
are even less controllable in production facilities. With the use of SAMPLE, the effect of par
tial. coherence is separable from the other variables in the process. The effect of partially
coherent mask illumination on the image intensity distribution and on the resulting resist
profiles is discussed in Chapter 6. Simulations using SAMPLE show a reduced sensitivity of the
resist linewidth to exposure variation and an increased tolerance of the linewidth to focus error
with partial coherence. SAMPLE is used to indicate a reasonable operating value for the partial
coherence parameter cr.

Chapters 2 through 5 describe each machine in detail. The theory is discussed first; and a
detailed explanation of the code follows the theoretical discussion. The text should be read in
conjunction with a copy of the code, appendix D, and of the Common Block Documentation,
appendix C. Appendix F contains a list of User-Interface control cards that are compatible with
the version of SAMPLE discussed in the thesis.
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Chapter 2

The IMAGE Machine: Theory

The first machine of the Lab, IMAGE, images a mask pattern on the surface of the resist
for a specified numerical aperture, degree of illumination coherence, and focus error. The
mask pattern, consisting of a rectangular grating in one dimension, is reduced to a set of spatial
frequencies using Fourier analysis. The mask spatial frequencies are modified by the optical
system and used to construct an image on the resist surface.

The type of illumination coherence and the presence or absence of focus error determine
the manner in which the mask spatial frequencies are modified. Coherent illumination of the
mask with no focus error is modeled by weighting the frequencies of the field at the mask
according to the coherent transfer function, or CTF1"5. If the resist surface is displaced from
the image plane (focus error), a phase factor proportional to the square of the spatial frequency
is added to the CTF. For incoherent mask illumination with the resist in the plane of perfect
focus, the frequency weightings are multiplied by the optical transfer function, OTF1. For a
defocused imaging system, the OTF is changed accordingly2. Partially coherent illumination is
modeled by adding the contribution of each source point to the resulting intensity pattern on
the resist. Under perfect focus conditions, sets of adjacent source points can be grouped
together to reduce computation time. Multiple wavelength exposures are modeled by comput
ing an image pattern for each wavelength separately and combining the patterns in proportion
to the relative intensities of the wavelengths.

The output of IMAGE is a one dimensional image in x of the normalized intensity distri
bution incident on the resist surface; the section of the image displayed is user-definable.
User-commands can suppress the image plot, request an output of the OTF, request punched
cards for the image, data, and request diagnostics.

2.1 The Numerical Aperture and F* of a Lens
The terms numerical aperture and /* are used frequently in the optical simulation discus

sion. An explanation of these terms will clarify what is meant. Figure 2.1-1 depicts the physi
cal situation under discussion.

The /* of the objective is a description of the light gathering ability, or "speed", of the
lens.

Ft - £ ' (2.1-1)
where / is the focal length of the lens and D is the diameter of the lens. The /* usually refers
to the image side of the lens, since it is used as a measure of how quickly the image can expose
a photosensitive material. The subscript °° means that the object is at infinity.

The numerical aperture of the lens specifies the highest spatial frequency accepted by the
lens. One can refer to the image-space numerical aperture or to the object-space numerical aper
ture. Both numerical apertures vary with the magnification M of the system. However, as with
the /*, simply referring to the numerical aperture generally means the numerical aperture with
the image or the object at infinity. The image-space or object-space reference is usually under
stood in context. For example, image-space is meant in a camera specification and object-space
is meant in a microscope specification. The notation used here for the numerical aperture of
the lens with the image at infinity is (NA)„.



(mj) „ JL » _I_ (2 1-2)
KNA)~ If IF* U ^

When neither the object nor the image are at infinity, the equation for the numerical
aperture takes on a slightly different form. From figure 2.1-1, the numerical aperture in
object-space can be defined as

{NA)ob =smaob = r£- (2-1*3>
From the lens law,

4» - 7^7 <2.M)
Substituting for dob in equation (2.1-3) and defining the magnification Mas

M= ^r- (2.1-5)

equation (2.1-3) becomes

(NA)00
D_
2/

dim"/ [(NA)*] l— (2.1-6)
l+t

By a similar derivation, the image-space numerical aperture is

(MOc

1+M

Note that

{NA)ob-M-{NA)im (2.1-8)

Similar relations hold for the /* of a lens.

/*-f*G»f+l) (2.1-9)

where F* refers to the image side of the lens. In later text, (NA0) and (NAC) refer to the
numerical apertures of the objective and condenser lenses, respectively. Note that the
magnification M is less than 1 for an image that is reduced in size from the object.

In the IMAGE machine, the numerical aperture of the objective lens in image space with
a magnification Af is an input parameter. If the objective lens numerical aperture is given by
the lens manufacturer as (NA0)„, the manufacturer's specification should be divided by Af+1
as per equation (2.1-7). Projection mask aligners always have a magnification less than 1. As a
detailed Fourier optics analysis shows(ref 1, pp 110-3), the object lines are considered to be the
same period as the desired image lines, and the transfer function for the system is given in
terms of the image-space numerical aperture (NA0)im.

(NA)im - sina,m = ,, ,7 (2.1-7)

2.2 The Mask

The mask patterns used by the optical simulation are one dimensional periodic bars in x,
shown in figure 2.2-1. The mask pattern simulates the mask of chromium on glass used in the
manufacture of integrated circuits. A pattern is considered a space if the transparent width of
the mask pattern is specified by the user, a line if the opaque part is specified, and a linespace if
the transparent and the opaque parts are both specified. In all cases the pattern is periodic, and
the specification of a line(or space) generates a periodic pattern of the specified line(or space)
and a large space(or line). The distance between lines(or spaces) is determined by the
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maximum number of spatial frequencies the program can handle-currently 41.

In order to determine the spatial frequencies of the mask pattern, a Fourier analysis is car
ried out in the x dimension. Figure 2.2-2 shows the intensity at the mask of a typical line of
linewidth L, spacewidth S, and period P(~L +S). The pattern is even around the x=-0 axis;
only cosine terms will be present in the pattern. Using standard Fourier series equations, the
pattern is described by fix).

/U)--£+ZaBco8-S=£ (2.2-la)
2 n-l L

1

where an - ^ J /<*) C0S^T^ <** Q=,°-1.2.... (2.2-lb)
2

From figure 2.2-1,

cos—r— dx n=»l,2,3,.

2

Working out the integral gives

-2 .
— sin
nir

„ L 1,2,3.... and -y " ^ (2*2"2)

Figure 2.2-3 shows the pattern for a space. The coefficients are given by

4 C 2nir . 2 . mrS .. , - 01 i\— I cos—jr-x dx «- —sin—— n=»l,2.... (2.2-3J
nir ?

and T--

The spatial frequencies ym of the mask are 0(dc) and multiples of the fundamental frequency

Vm\a p» tney are shown m figure 2.2-4. Depending on whether the illumination coherence is
coherent or incoherent, the spatial frequencies represent either the electric field or the intensity
in the plane of the mask.

2.3 Imaging with Coherent Light

Imaging with coherent light is quite straightforward when viewed in terms of linear sys
tems concepts. The coherent wave illuminating the mask gives rise into a set of diffracted
beams. The objective lens of the imaging system acts as a low pass filter for the spatial fre
quencies of the electric field of the diffracted beams.

2.3.1 The Coherent Transfer Function (CTF)

For coherent illumination of the mask, the spatial frequencies of the mask represent the
frequency in x of the electric field components at the mask. The spatial frequencies of the field
at the mask can be translated to a set of travelling waves propagating at particular angles with
respect to the x axis. Figure 2.3-1* shows the diffracted beams due to a source frequency of
vs=Q(dc). Since the mask is periodic in x, the spatial frequencies of the diffracted beams are
vm apart, where vm is the fundamental spatial frequency of the mask. Since the diffracted

*Due to the role that the magnification plays in the derivation of theCTF. the Preferred to in figure 2.3-1 is
really the lens to image distance dim. However.for illustrative purposes, the magnification Mis considered I
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beams are assumed small in spatial extent, the beams are either intercepted or missed by the
lens aperture. If D0 « d, the small angle approximation holds and v. ^ v = 1/X. The max
imum spatial frequency in x, v0, intercepted by the objective lens is determined by

»oc v Do/2 D0
— = — — —— or v0 — -r— (2.3-1)
v v: d °< 2\d

The sharp cutoff of the diffracted beams in the spatial frequency domain gives rise to the
coherent transfer function, or CTF. Figure 2.3-2 shows the one dimensional CTF for the lens
in figure 2.3-1. The CTF is a rectangle function of the form

H(vx) - rect
\d

AT"*
(2.3-2)

The negative frequencies refer to the negatively travelling beams in x The two dimensional
CTF for a circular lens, shown in figure 2.3-3, is given by

H(px,iO —circjr»" y

2\d (2.3-3)

where p2 —v\ + v*

If the mask is large, the analysis only holds for patterns near the center of the mask. Patterns
near the edge of the mask would see a CTF shifted in vx.

Figure 2.3-1 depicts on-axis(vs**vs »0) coherent illumination of the mask. On-axis
coherent illumination results in both a positive and a negative diffracted beam, ±vmj, in x for
each spatial frequency vm of the mask; and the one dimensional CTF is symmetric around
1^=0. Off-axis coherent illumination occurs when the illuminating beam has a non-zero spatial
component in x(vs -0, ^5*0); and the CTF for the mask frequencies is shifted in x by v$x.
The shifted CTF corresponds to the angularly shifted diffracted beams of the mask.

Although the objective aperture is two dimensional, a one dimensional CTF for on-y-axis
coherent illumination^, =«0) is accurate. Off-y-axis coherent illumination^ ?*0), however,
shifts the CTF in the spatial frequency domain a distance vs. Off-y-axis coherent illumination
necessitates the use of the two dimensional CTF, since the the CTF in the x direction may be
different for vt ^0 than for vs =0, as with a circular objective.

*y y

2.3.2 The Effect of Focus Error on the CTF

Defocus effects can be represented by a modification of the in-focus coherent transfer
function (CTF). The condition for focus is determined by the lens law

J_ + J_ „ J_ (2.3-4)
4 4> fo

where d, is the lens to in-focus image distance, d0 is the lens to object distance, and f0 is the
focal length of the objective lens.

When the image plane is displaced from the plane of perfect focus, the more general
relation(ref. 1, p. 123)

^ +x = f+6 (13-5)dj d0 j0

holds, where d/ is the lens to image distance.

and dim = dob = d.
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In linear system theory, a low pass filter gives rise to an impulse response-the response in
the image plane to a point in the object plane. The impulse response(ref 1, p 93) of the two
dimensional optical system shown in figure 2.3-4 is

h{xityi',x0,y0) 1

^d0d, SS pw
i l L

4, <t, /„
(x2+y2)

-* {^±)xH^±)y
dx dy

(2.3-6)

where the standard phase factor approximation has been assumed. The assumption is valid for
any reasonable imaging system—one in which the low frequency components are preserved.
Changing variables in equation (2.3-6) several times and taking the Fourier transform, the
transfer function of the system becomes

F[h) H(VX,Vy) Pg{\d,vx,\diVy)
Equation (2.3-7) shows that, in a diffraction limited imaging system, the impulse response h is
the Fourier transform of the exit pupil P(xty), where x=\diVx and y\dfvy. Thus, a point in
the object plane creates a spherical wave at the pupil. The spatial limitation imposed on the
spherical wave by the pupil gives rise to an impulse response in the image plane that is not a
point.

The effect of phase aberrations of the lens on the impulse response can be included in the
analysis by denning a generalized pupil function

PAx,y) - P{x,y) eatW^)

(2.3-7)

(2.3-8)

Departures from an ideal spherical wave incident on the pupil are represented by a phase addi
tion, given by W(xty), to the pupil function. An error in focus can be treated as an aberration.
A comparison of equations (2.3-5) and (2.3-6) reveals that W(x,y) is given by

6(x2+v2)
W{x,y)

For a circular aperture of diameter D0, the maximum phase error at the aperture edge is

w
eP0'

8

(2.3-9)

(2.3-10)

The number w is called the Rayleigh distance and is a measure of the defocus severity2. The
Rayleigh distance is usually specified in wavelengths, such as y. A Rayleigh distance of X/4
corresponds to one incoherent(Rayleigh) depth of field, or

k
D7 2(NA0)fm

(2.3-11)

The focus error, given by e, is incorporated into generalized pupil function Pg such that

H(„x,„,) - Pg - P(xd,Vx,Xd^e*"^'^ (2.3-12)
where W(x,y) is given in equation (2.3-9). For a circular pupil of diameter D0, the generalized
pupil function under defocus conditions is

Pg(x,y) = circ £_ ,g i
Dn

(2.3-13)

The two dimensional coherent transfer function (CTF) for a circular pupil with focus error is
then

H{vx,uv) = circ yH+v} /AryA2rf,2(i';+^.;)
(2.3-14)

2kd,
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If the pattern has variations in only the x direction, vy is zero and the one dimensional transfer
function

K{vx) -circ (~jT~*V e (2.3-15)

may be used.

Neither e nor the Rayleigh distance are particularly useful designations of focus error.
The distance between the plane of perfect focus and the out-of-focus image plane is more use
ful. Define Bd equal to the distance between the plane of perfect focus and the out-of-focus
image plane.

8d/ s d,'-df (2.3-16)

8rf is positive when the image plane is further from the lens than the in-focus plane. It is nega
tive when the image plane is closer to the lens than the perfect-focus plane. After manipulating
equations (2.3-4) and (2.3-5),

d,

Using the definition of 8ds in equation (2.3-16),

1

l+ed,

l+€d,

-1 JlL.
l+€di

(2.3-17)

(2.3-18)

If 8d. is expressed in terms of the Rayleigh distance w, then the numerator of equation (2.3-18)
becomes

2
2d, 2w8w

A,2
— td,2 - 2w

Dn (NA0)}m

The denominator of equation (2.3-18) becomes

Bwd,

Typically wis on the order of X, D0 is on the order of 105 X, and (NA0)im is on the order of .2 .
Thus edj«l and can be neglected in the denominator of equation (2.3-18). The final expres
sion for Sj. in terms of the Rayleigh distance is

1 +
4w

-2w

(NA0)2

where (NA0).

O' im

(NAa)(

A/+1

(2.3-19)

(2.3-20)

and where M is the magnification of the system. Combining equations (2.3-10) and (2.3-19)
and substituting for € in equation (2.3-15) gives the one dimensional coherent transfer function
for focus error.

/ 2Xdj
H{vx) •» circ (——vx) e

Note that the cutoff frequency v0 is given by

D0 (NA0)im
2X4

(NA0),
2X

forA/=l

Dn

—iirk&jy*
(2.3-21)

(2.3-22)
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2.3.3 The Effect of Focus Error in the Space Domain

Equation (2.3-21) gives the CTF under the condition of focus error. A spatial frequency
domain phase and weight(1 or 0) is added to the amplitude frequency components of the mask
by the CTF. For convenience, define

X8rf
flS-A (2.3-23)

Then equation (2.3-21) becomes

HGg - circ (^,) •e"*'"'2* (2.3-24)
A,

Define the Fourier transform of g(x) as
CO

F{g(x)} - G{v) - / g(x) e+i2m" dx (2.3-25)
—CO

Then

oo

F{g(x-ap)} - / g(x-av) e+i2trvx dx
—on

oo

- / g(x-av) e+i2wix"av) e+i2vavZ d{x-av)
—CO

and letting x' =» x—av,

. «+««* f{g (jc)} » jW2»A (7 GO (2.3-26)

Thus

F[g(x-ap)) - e^2*-"2 G(p) (2.3-27)

Note that, for the development above, the frequency v is a single positive or a single
negative frequency. Expressions such as cos{2trvx) must be broken into exponentials of fre
quencies ±v. Equation (2.3-27) relates the effect of focus error in the spatial frequency
domain to the effect in the space domain.

2.3.4 Construction of the Image

In order to arrive at the image intensity under coherent illumination, the spatial frequen
cies passed by the lens are added and then squared. For example, if the spatial frequencies 0,
vx, and v2 are passed by the lens, and if the Fourier series weightings for these frequencies are
0o> au *2> tnen the intensity I(x) in the image plane is given by

/(*) —E2(x) —(a0 + fliCOs2ir»1x + a1cos2irv1x)2 (2.3-28)

Thus the determination of the image, given on-axis coherent illumination, is quite straightfor
ward using linear systems concepts.

2.4 Imaging with Incoherent Light

Fortunately, incoherent illumination admits to an equally simple linear systems formula
tion, using an optical transfer function-or OTF. For incoherent illumination, the mask spatial
frequencies refer to Fourier components of the intensity of the object mask. Unlike the spatial
frequencies in the coherent formulation, the intensity spatial frequencies have no physical
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significance. Rather, the intensity spatial frequencies are a result of a mathematical formulation
for the special case of incoherent light. The MTF is defined as the absolute value of the OTF
and is the same as the OTF when no aberrations are present. When defocus conditions prevail,
the OTF may become negative.

2.4.1 The Optical Transfer Function (OTF)
The OTF is the normalized autocorrelation of the CTF (ref l,p 114).

oo

JjH(*.i|)H-(*-i'»,ir-«',) did*
Hotf{vx, vy) - -= - (2.4-1)

J7|H(*fi|)|2</*/n
—oo

For a two dimensional circular pupil, the OTF can be found in closed form to be

wvp/ cos-1-r2 £-^ /1— ,
7 - 2p0 ttpo V 4PQ2

H0,Ap) - -cos-1^ fi-^/!_-£- p<2p0

=• 0 otherwise (2.4-2)

where p0 - -jxj" * v°e and p=^v* +vr
The OTF is shown in figure 2.4-1 . Since the mask is one dimensional, p can be replaced with
vx. Note that the two dimensional OTF for a circular lens and an infinite source has been used.
If the lens were square, the OTF would have the form of figure 2.4-2.

/WdrXf^)-a>0-x4k,i)a).-x4l^l) W<xjf (14-3)
•» 0 otherwise

2.4,1 The Effects of Focus Error on the OTF

For incoherent illumination with defocus, an optical transfer function can be deduced for
the OTF of the circular objective of equation (2.4-2). Levi2 reduced the integral to the form

HQtf{vr\d) - ^JVl-w2cosf2irvrd(tt-i/r)] du (2.4-4a)

where d- 2{NA°)}m.8, and vr - *, (2.4-4b)
X d> 2(NA0)im

and 84. is the distance between the observation plane and the plane of true focus. The parame
ter vr is called the reduced spatial frequency. The OTF may become negative for severe focus

error of w > —-.

2.4.3 Construction of the Image

In order to determine the image intensity pattern, the Fourier component weightings a,
are multiplied by the values of the OTF at the frequencies vh The weighted spatial frequencies
are added to form the image. For example, if the intensity spatial frequencies 0, vx, and v2ziq
passed by the OTF with weightings b0,bh and b2, and if the Fourier series weightings for these
frequencies are aQ, ax, and a2, then the intensity in the image plane is given by

I(x) =» aQbQ + fli^iC0s2irv|j: + a2biZOs2irv2x (2.4-5)
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Thus the determination of the image intensity given incoherent illumination is also quite
straightforward using linear systems concepts.

2.5 Imaging with Partially Coherent Light

Although the theory of coherent and incoherent imaging is straightforward, imaging with
partially coherent light is difficult and abstract. The original investigations into imaging with
partially coherent light was done by Hopkins6"9 in the 1950's; and a number of authors have
refined the original formulation10"15. Although the standard formulation is well known, it lacks
intuitive insight. The approach taken here to imaging with partially coherent light emphasizes
intuitive insight and is somewhat novel. The intuition is translated into mathematics and then
into computer code. The results agree well with the standard formulation.

Partial Coherence

Partial coherence refers to the ability of points on a wavefront to interfere with each
other. A wavefront may be temporally coherent, spatially coherent, or coherent in both the tem
poral and spatial sense. A wavefront must be temporally and spatially coherent in order to
form a sharp fringe pattern. If the wavefront consists of a single color(or narrow spectral
range), the wavefront is termed temporally coherent. Only temporally coherent sources will be
considered here; and the term partial coherence refers to the degree of spatial coherence of the
wavefront.

A mercury vapor lamp with an interference filter passes as a temporally coherent source
for projection imaging. Each point on the source radiates independently from every other
point. Thus an opaque screen with two pinholes Px and P2 placed adjacent to the source pro
duces a pattern on a screen z to the right of the pinholes equal to the sum of the intensities of
the pinholes; and no interference pattern results, figure 2.5-1. No phase correlation exists
between the fields at separate points on an incoherent wavefront.

Although the fields of the points on an incoherent wavefront are uncorrected, some
correlation between the points develops as the field propagates. A rough intuitive description
of how phase correlation is introduced can been seen by the following. Suppose the two
pinholes in figure 2.5-1 are placed a distance dio the right of the incoherent source, as in figure
2.5-2. If the pinholes were considered an aperture of diameter s, the smallest resolvable diame
ter 5 on the source would be on the order of

S - — (2.5-1)
s

by the Rayleigh resolution criterion.

A source much smaller than S behaves like a point source and appears coherent to the
pinholes; and the intensity pattern observed on a screen z to the right of the pinholes is the
square of the sum of the fields of the pinholes, yielding an interference pattern with nulls of
zero intensity. A source several times larger than 5 produces several interference patterns
shifted with respect to one another. The patterns add in intensity on the screen, giving nulls of
finite intensity. The field at x*=*d produced by the incoherent field at x=0 is said to be partially
coherent. Note that the source size and the distance between the source and the field at x=d is
related to the degree of coherence of the field at x*°d.

In an illumination system, source size also relates to the degree of coherence. The illumi
nation system of a projection printer can be modeled as in figure 2.5-3. The source is separated
from the condenser lens by the focal distance of the condenser lens. A particular point on the
source produces a plane wave of a particular angle with respect to the z axis to the right of the
condenser lens. The endpoints of the source produce the plane waves with the largest angle ctc.
Each plane wave causes a fixed phase relation for that wave between the field of the points in
the mask plane. The exact phase relation due to a wave depends on the distance between the
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points and the angle of the wave, figure 2.5-4.

plane wave —

figure 2.5-4

path difference s

phase difference

Many plane waves at different angles cause many incoherent sets of phase relations between P{
and P2, washing out the correlation of the fields at Px and P2. Thus the angular set of plane
waves illuminating the mask determines the degree of correlation (or coherence) of the field at
the mask.

An intuition for partially coherent imaging can be constructed by considering an object
consisting of an amplitude transmission mask. The condenser system illuminates the object
with a continuous set of mutually incoherent, uniformly weighted plane waves with a maximum

(NA )
spatial frequency of vc =» ——£— . Each source spatial frequency interacts with the mask

independently from the other source spatial frequencies. The one dimensional periodic mask
diffracts a set of discrete frequencies in x due to each source point. The objective lens accepts

(NA )
all frequencies below the cutoff frequency v0 =• r2-^2-, as shown in figure 2.3-1. The

beams intercepted by the objective aperture form the intensity distribution in the image plane
due to each source wave. The separate intensity distributions due to each source wave are
linearly added in order to determine the complete image.

The discussion that follows explains the condenser system in detail. The effect of the size
and shape of the source and the shape of the objective lens is discussed with respect to image
formation. An intuitive understanding of image formation with partially coherent light is
developed.

2.5.1 The Condenser System

The degree of coherence of the light illuminating the mask depends on the configuration
of the condenser system. A condenser system where the source is in the focal plane of the
condenser lens is called a Kohler system, shown in figure 2.5-3, and is used throughout the
analysis. The condenser system can be characterized by the condenser numerical aperture

(NAC)«, =sin ac = -|- (2.5-2)
Jc

where Dc is the diameter of the condenser lens and fc is the focal length. ac designates the
maximum angle of the angular wedge of plane waves created by the condenser system.

Approximations in the CondenserSystem Analysis

In order to make the theory of imaging with partially coherent light tractable, two assump
tions about the condenser system are usually made. The first assumption is that each source
point acts like a coherent source and that adjacent source points are mutually incoherent. It can
be shown that such an incoherent wavefront contains all of its energy in spatial frequencies
greater than vx, where

vx = 1 = v (2.5-3)
K
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Then v. is imaginary via the equation vx2 + v.2 = u2. Thus waves in zare damped exponentials
and do not propagate. An exact mathematical proof using rigorous partial coherence
theory (complex degree of coherence) can be found in reference 16, p 51. For cases of practical
interest, the source may be assumed incoherent point by point.

Once the source is assumed incoherent point by point, the assumption that adjacent points
of the source produce mutually incoherent plane waves to the right of the condenser lens is
commonly made. The assumption is an approximation, due to the effect of the finite size of
the condenser lens. The condenser system in figure 2.5-5 consists of a source point a focal dis
tance away from the condenser lens at (x,y) = (—a,0). If the lens were of infinite diameter,
the field to the immediate right of the lens would be

-,2n-
*/c (2.5-4)

where the z variation has been omitted. The fieid E consists of one spatial frequency in x In
the x spatial frequency domain,

F{E) =5K-y0) (2.5-5)

where u0 = -7-7-. The finite lens size adds a multiplicative factor to the field of equation (2.5-

4).
X/c

E = circ
VxW

El
2

• e
x/c (2.5-6)

The finite lens is considered an infinite lens with a stop of diameter Dc adjacent to it. The
Fourier transform of equation (2.5-6) gives the frequency components in x of the field in the
aperture.

wi-f
2n

-JuJ+u2
_2_
D.

-Jvl+vi
* SGv-vn) (2.5-7)

where the * means convolution.

Equation (2.5-7) is graphed in the frequency domain in figure 2.5-6. The frequency half-
1 22width is Bvx = ' . A larger lens diameter gives a narrower half-width. The frequency graph

is shifted by the carrier frequency v^——. If uQ » bvx, the the angular spread of the set of
\JC

plane waves can approximately be considered zero, so that the set can be considered a single

plane wave of x spatial frequency v0 = ——. The condition corresponds to

a »
1.22X/C

Dc
(2.5-8)

Note that the right side of equation (2.5-8) is the Rayleigh criterion for the minimum distance
5 that two points can be separated and still be resolved* using an aperture of diameter D, at a
distance fc. Plane waves generated by source points much closer together than the Rayleigh
criterion are said to be highly correlated (somewhat coherent). A large condenser diameter D.
insures a small angular spread in the plane waves produced by a particular source point. Thus
the assumption that angularly adjacent illuminating waves are uncorrelated becomes reasonable

See Appendix B, Resolution and The Uncertainty Principle.
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for large Dc.

Another physical interpretation of the preceding is worth discussing. The condenser lens
can only resolve a certain area size on the source. By the Rayleigh criterion, the radius of the

kfc
area size is 1.22-r—. The area that the condenser lens can resolve is called a coherence area.

Dc
From a point to the right of the condenser lens, a photon emitted by the central point of the
coherence area has a probability of being emitted from one of the other points in the coherence
area. The field spatial frequencies resulting from many photons being emitted from a coher
ence area whose central point creates the plane wave of frequency vx looks like the graph of
F{E(x)} in figure 2.5-6 . If kvx « vQ, the coherence area on the source can-be said to pro
duce a plane wave of frequency v0.

In summary, the source is assumed incoherent point by point; and adjacent source points
produce mutually incoherent plane waves to the right of the condenser lens. The assumptions
are the usual approximations made in partial coherence theory.

Shape of the Source

Although the mask is one dimensional, both the source and the objective lens are two
dimensional. A one dimensional analysis of image formation requires careful attention to the
assumptions involved, since the size and shape of the source and of the objective aperture
affect the one dimensional pattern of the image. For simplicity, a uniform intensity source is
used in the code, although the computer algorithm can be easily modified to handle a non
uniform source of any shape. With a more complicated modification (discussed in section 2.5-
2), the algorithm can handle an arbitrarily shaped objective lens. The following discussion
centers on the source, and a square objective lens is assumed.

For a particular condenser lens, the two dimensional size and shape of the source deter
mine the angular set of plane waves illuminating the mask. For purposes of discussion, con
sider the- two dimensional source of figure 2.5-7. The source is infinite in extent along y and
limited in spatial extent along x, where (x,y) —(0,0) is denned as the center of the source. For
purposes of calculation, the source is divided into bars lying parallel to the x axis. The source
bars may have varying widths", A*,, in the x dimension. Associated with each bar is a set of
source positions in y. The source point (x0,y0) gives rise to a plane wave of the form

-i2Hu x + v y) -Xq -y0

' where "* • TJT"'*' TJT '
The plane wave is described by the source spatial frequencies in x and y of vs and vs. A large
source frequency indicates that the source wave illuminates the mask at a steep angle with
respect to the z axis. The largest spatial frequency in x emitted by the condenser system is
created by the x boundary point of the source and given by

(NAC)
c.

(2.5-9)

The mask contains of a discrete set of spatial frequencies vm. in x A source wave

illuminates the mask, giving rise to a discrete set of diffracted beams. The source frequency vix
acts as a spatial carrier in x for the mask frequencies u„r Since the mask is periodic in x and
has no spatial variation in y, the spatial frequencies vx and vy diffracted by the mask due to a
source frequency of (vs ,vs) are of the form

vx = v* + vm (2.5-10a)

and

Judicious choice of the widths results in computational efficiency, as will be seen in Chapter 3.
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vv~vs (2.5-10b)
y

As with the source frequencies, the spatial frequency of a diffracted beam represents its direc
tion of propagation with respect to the z axis. A large spatial frequency in x or y propagates at a
steep angle with respect to the z axis. A small frequency propagates at a small angle to the z
axis. The spatial frequency in x of the diffracted beams are not affected by the source wave
propagation in y, as long as vy is less than -Jv2—v2t "". Larger values of vy result in a damped
exponential field in x and z.

If the objective lens is square, the set of x spatial frequencies intercepted by the objective
is independent of the y position of the source point. The set of spatial frequencies in x used to
form the electric field of the image is the same for all y source points along the bar at x-x0.
Beams with source spatial frequencies in y that are greater than the y cutoff of the objective,
however, are not intercepted by the objective and will not contribute to the image. Therefore,
the image due to the \th bar need only be calculated for the source point at y =0. A source of
non-uniform intensity can easily be modeled by assigning to each source bar a weighting depen
dent on the integrated intensity in y along the bar. In the current analysis and algorithm, the
source is considered a line source of uniform intensity in x For a square objective aperture, a
line source is equivalent to a square source.

Although at present two dimensional sources of arbitrary shape are not used in the com
puter algorithm, the situation can be handled by weighting the source bars by the relative areas
contained within them. Source points that generate source waves in y outside of the acceptance
angle in y of the square objective lens would not be included in the weighting. In other words,
the area of a source bar that is outside of the objective (o-y > 1) *is not included in the weight
ing of the bar, and the bar would be weighted as T. Figure 2.5-8 illustrates the approach for a
circular source and a square objective lens.. The dashed square superimposed on the source
represents the points on the source that generate source waves accepted by the objective in the
absence of a mask. The shaded areas in figure 2.5-8 indicate the areas of the source that have
no effect on the image. Bars 1 and 2 would have relative weighting of "1", assuming that the
source is uniform in intensity. Again, a source of non-uniform intensity is handled by addition
ally weighting each source bar according to its integrated intensity.

2.5.2 The Imaging System

In the last section it was pointed out that, if the objective aperture is square, a two dimen
sional source can be reduced to a line source in x In general, however, the objective lens is
not square and the size and shape of the objective can affect the image significantly. The size
of the objective in any particular dimension affects the largest spatial frequency accepted in that
dimension, as per equation (2.3-1). The inclusion of higher spatial frequencies results in
greater image detail.

Although less important than size, the shape of the objective lens also affects the image of
the mask pattern. Figure 2.5-9 shows a square objective and a circular objective; the circular
objective has a diameter equal to the side of the square. A diffracted spatial frequency in x of
vd is intercepted by the square pupil as long as vs is not greater than v0c, where v0( is the
cutoff spatial frequency in the x and y direction for the square pupil. Whereas, a diffracted spa
tial frequency in x of vd is intercepted by the circular pupil when the source spatial frequency
in y of vs is less than

*y

V' 2 -vl

The condition for propagation is not restrictive in practice, since the numerical aperture of the objective is
smaller than .5 .

The partial coherence parameter a* is equal to the {NA of the condenser system}/{NA of the objective lens
in image space). '
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where v2 is the cutoff spatial frequency of the objective lens in all directions. As before,

The peripheral areas of a source bar that cause illumination beams of high spatial frequencies in
v may cause diffracted beams due to high mask frequencies in x to be missed by the circular
objective lens, even though the same mask spatial frequencies may be passed by the square
objective lens*. The spatial frequency vx of figure 2.5-9 is an example of a spatial frequency of
a diffracted beam that is intercepted by the square pupil and not by the circular pupil. For a cir
cular objective, each spatial frequency of the mask must be weighted according to the x source
position of the illuminating wave. As an approximation, the mask frequency can be weighted
for an entire source bar by using the average y position of the source bar.

2.5.3 Construction of the Image

As discussed in previous sections, the mask diffracts an incoming plane wave into a set of
spatially limited "plane waves", which are either inside or outside of the acceptance angle of the
objective. There are two diffracted beams of spatial frequencies ±vm. for each mask frequency

vm. When combined in the image plane, the two beams ±vm. form a sinusoidal intensity pat
tern in x of frequency vm. If the illuminating plane wave is at an angle with the mask, the two
diffracted beams caused by the mask frequency vm also create an electric field interference pat
tern in x in the image plane of frequency vm.. However, the angle of the intensity peaks with

the z axis is not zero. At least two diffracted beams need to be inside the acceptance angle of
the objective in order to create a spatial variation in the image plane. The spatial variation of
the image intensity is a standing wave in x and z. If both ±vm. are outside the acceptance

angle, no light reaches the image. If one is inside and the other outside, the image consists of
a travelling wave in x, a dc intensity pattern.

Through the investigation of some simple cases, an intuition for the construction of the
image due to one source point can be obtained. In this section, several cases will be con
sidered. The following analysis uses the e~' Trv*x'h"ot convention for waves travelling in the
positive x direction.

Case I

Case I assumes that a source wave of zero spatial frequency (dc) in x and of unit intensity
impinges on a mask consisting of a single spatial frequency vm, where the subscript / has been
dropped for convenience. A unit intensity weighting of the source wave gives an electric field
weighting of V2. Figure 2.5-10 shows the physical situation. The spatial frequencies of the two
diffracted beams in image space are ±vm. The two beams each have a focus error described in

the spatial frequency domain by the phase term e*' *a ±Um . For perfect focus, a™0 and the
phase term equals 1. As in equation (2.3-23), the variable a contains the defocus information.

In the spatial frequency domain, a dc source wave is represented by 8(y). The diffracted field is
determined by multiplying the source held Es by the mask's field transmission tm, where

Es - V2 r'2"1* , vs - 0 (2.5-1 la)

irvmx) =* —e m +-re m (2.5-1 lb)

Note that tm implies an infinite mask in x and y with spatial variation in the x direction. Equa
tions (2.5-12) give the spatial frequency domain equivalent of equations (2.5-11).

Kinziy's results for a line edge shows similar results for square and circular objective apertures.
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F{£s)->/l8(») (2.5-12a)

^W - jHv-vJ +}«<*+0 (2.5-12b)
Since multiplication in the space domain is convolution in the frequency domain, convolving
equation (2.5-12a) with equation (2.5-12b) gives the diffracted field in the spatial frequency
domain. Equations (2.5-13) give the frequency domain and the space domain(inside {})
expressions for the two diffracted beams. Using the definition for the Fourier transform given
inequation (2.3-25),

Fie-*"*3) - #8^-^) (2.5-13a)

Fie*'2"*1) - ^e<H-0 (2.5-13b)
The diffracted beams are then intercepted by an infinite lens, which adds the defocus factor
e+i2*a»210 tije frequency domain expression. The final space domain expressions for the two
beams is deduced using equation (2.3-27).

F[& e-<2*>>n,b-avm)} _ £ e+i2*avl Hv_uj (2.5-14a)

and

F{A^rtrf-^ix-c-^j =A tf+2/«(-»j2 Hv+v^ Q4b)

Thus the image plane electric field E, is given by

£ „ 2/Le~i2nvmix-avJ + 2/LeH2wvm{x+avm>
' 2 2

- V2 e**"1*1 zos2irvmx (2.5-15)

The average intensity is given by Im =» -r-Real(ErEj).

Iay - cos2(i2irvmx) - j + ycos2ir(2vOT)x (2.5-16)
For Case I, focus error makes no difference in the image intensity pattern because the intensity
pattern doesn't vary in z for beams that are equal and opposite in angle around the z axis.

The assumption of an infinite mask and lens results in infinite plane waves throughout the
discussion. Practically, small masks can be considered to diffract spatially limited "plane waves",
or beams, which are then either entirely intercepted or entirely missed by a spatially limited
lens. The intercepted beams are again considered "plane waves" for the purpose of forming the
image in the image plane. For large masks the analysis is accurate for the beams(spatial fre
quencies) diffracted from the center of the mask. The spatial frequencies of the extreme por
tions of a large mask see a shifted CTF.

Case II

Case II considers the same mask spatial frequency as Case I, vm, and looks at the two
intersecting plane waves generated by a non-dc source wave of spatial frequency vs. Since the
current discussion's purpose is to build intuition, the constant multipliers related to the inten
sity normalization of Case I are dropped for convenience. Figure 2.5-11 shows the physical
situation for Case II. As before, vs and vm are positive quantities. The procedure outlined in
Case I is followed to give the spatial frequency domain expressions for the two image beams in
equations (2.5-17).
F{e->2*i»-»J<*-<»,-»Jo>] = e+il..i,t-J h{v_{v_Vm))

and (2.5-17)



As before, both vs and vm are positive quantities.

— +i2ir(vm—v.)2a +i2v(vm—v.)x , +i2v(vm+v,)2a -i2tr(vm+v,)x
£. a £ m * e * + e e

+i2ir(v}+i>*)a -i2nv.x
e * m e

/av - cos2 2irv-(x-2»'5j)

[.
=» fc* * « g * COS 27TI/m(x-2vOTl/sfl)

The average intensity is

1 + cos 2irvm(2x-4vsa)
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(2.5-18)

(2.5-19)

The pattern is cosinusoidal with frequency 2v„ in x and phase term —4vmv,a. The phase term
is really the intensity spatial frequency in z. Using the definition of a, the phase term becomes
-2vsv„\8d., where $d. is the displaced distance along z. The intensity spatial frequency for the
z direction can be considered to be

-2vsvm\ (2.5-20)

and describes the phase shift in z encountered by going Bz to the right of the slanted intensity
pattern created by the two intersecting plane waves.

Two Interfering Plane Waves

The fact that equation (2.5-20) represents the appropriate z phase shift can. be verified by
considering the equation for the average intensity of two unit-field interferring plane waves17,
figure 2.5-12. The total field amplitude £is

_ -rttrdjjjc+Cj*) , -/2»(i?ljfKr*)
£ a e i c (2.5-21a)

where

~ns.r
sinXlSJ.

and £,,
sinfl j.

(2.5-21b)

and

+i
ns + nr

(2.5-21c)

in figure 2.5-12. Iav is equal to -rReal{E-E*).

Iav = 1+ lcos[2fl-(T7r-7jJ)x+(Cr-C$)rl (2.5-22)

In order to correspond to Case II, let the two plane waves have x spatial frequencies of ±vm,
and let them be shifted by a source wave vs. Thus

t,, - vm + v% (2.5-23a)
7?j =» -„m + Vs (2.5-23b)

lr-T)s - 2»m (2.5-23c)
2vm agrees with the x intensity spatial frequency of equation (2.5-19). By the Helmholtz equa
tion,

ir - V^2-(^+^)2 and £s = V'M-^+O2 (2-5"24)
Using the binomial expansion and throwing out higher order terms, the intensity spatial
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frequency in z is

But

(-vm+»s)2 =. 2^Sr 2* j

•~*^ • aa --2vmvs\
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(2.5-25)

(2.5-26)

which is the same as expression (2.5-20).
Caselll

Case in is identical to Case n, except that the source wave is of spatial frequency -vs.
The source wave is coming from the top at the same angle that Case II was coming from the
bottom. Figure 2.5-13 shows the physical situation for Case III. The relations between the
space domain and the frequency domain of the diffracted beams are

F[e*i2niVm^^(x+a (»«+»*))} +i2vaf-<»«+",>]s B(v+(pm+ps))
and

F[e-'*'<>~-J<*-l''.-P) - e+l2"{'~"'>2 *{v-(Vm-vs))
The image field £, becomes

£. „ e+i2^vm+vs)(x+(vm+vs)a) + e-i**l»m~*Jl*-aipm-»t))

„ e+i2vivbu^a e+i**vrx

. \e+i29i2*t»m>a e+i2irvmx+ f^dviVm)a g-i29»,

- e+ll'('^> .^«[2»r.IC*+2W>] ]
Without the constant multipliers, the average intensity is

/aw = cos2 2irvm(x+2vsa) 27tv_(2x+4i/5j)l + cos

(2.5-27)

(2.5-28)

(2.5-29)

The average intensity of Case III is similar to that of Case n. The phase term has changed
sign, denoting that the angle of the image intensity peaks with the z axis for Case III is equal in
magnitude and opposite in sign to the angle for Case II. The intensity patterns for Case III and
for Case II are identical in the r=0 plane, the perfect focus plane.

Note that if the source is symmetric, equations (2.5-19) and (2.5-29) can be added to get
a total intensity of

IT » cos2(c+tf)+cos2(c-rf) where c^ltrvmx , d=2ir(2vmi>sa)

- j +jcos(2c+2d) + y +ycos(2c-2d)

— 1 + cos2c-cos2tf

Thus the intensity due to two points (coherence areas) on the line source equidistant from the
central point and due to one mask spatial frequency ±v,„ is

/7 - 1+ cos(2v(2vn^))-cos(2ir(4umvsa)) (2.5-30)

Although the above three cases display considerable insight about the formation of the
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image intensity pattern, the consideration of two diffracted beams is not sufficient for determin
ing a general image. In general, a source wave results in an image consisting of many diffracted
beams of varying spatial frequencies. The source wave of frequency vs is assumed to have unit
intensity. Each real spatial frequency of the mask vm is assumed to have a Fourier component

-2

2
+vm diffracted beam. As before, the spatial frequency domain description of the +vm image
beam under defocus conditions is

weighting of cm; therefore, each frequency ±um has weighting -—• Figure 2.5-14 shows the

Jl.SzL.e*2™^',* b{v-{Vm+Vs)) (2.5.31)

The inverse transform of (2.5-31) is

A.Cme-i2^m^x-^m^) (25.32)

and gives the space domain representation of the electric field due to mask frequency vm and to
source frequency vs. Expression (2.5-32) is used in the computer algorithm that implements
partial coherence. The phase factor e~' **** may be deleted when calculating the intensity due
to a source wave, since all diffracted beams have this factor in common and it will drop out
when calculating £•£*.

2.5.4 Polarization Effects

The mask is considered a thin amplitude mask consisting of lines made out of a perfect
conductor and laid on a perfectly transmitting material. The field at the mask due to a source
wave of intensity 1 is zero on the conductorand V2 between the conductors, as assumed in the
analysis. It is assumed that the mask does not change the polarization of the illuminating light.
If the incident wave is unpolarized, a typical diffracted beam will have the form

E - EQe-i2"vx (2.5-33)

where E0 - Epp + Ej (2.5-34)
The equation for the average intensity becomes

Im = ±Real{E-r) (2.5-35)

The /f polarization(perpendicular to the plane of incidence) forms interference planes indepen
dent of the 7 polarization(parallel to the plane of incidence). Each polarization interferes with
itself to form an intensity pattern. The intensity patterns of the two polarizations are identical.
In other words, there are no polarization effects under the assumptions of the analysis.

spatial frequency
,0 .0 / . \ / \ domain: 6(v-(v+v ))

-i2irv x -i2ir(v +v )x _^ / \ m s
e . s e m s

mask

source wave objective

Figure 2.5-14
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Chapter 3

The Image Machine: Code

2k

Written in standard FORTRAN, the code for the IMAGE machine is portable to most
minicomputers. The code is divided into a number of subroutines, which are organized in the
hierarchial manner depicted in figure 3-1. At the top of the hierarchy is the sub-controller,
subroutine IMAGE. The Controller of the User-Interface calls on IMAGE, which in turn calls
on the various routines needed to solve the problem inputted by the user. Information is
passed between the Controller and IMAGE through common blocks.

The following text describes the IMAGE routines in detail. It is divided into two sec
tions, Standard Routines* and Partial Coherence Routines. With the exception of the partial
coherence routines, PARCOH and FASTPC, the code is straightforward. The following text
should be read in conjunction with the Common Block Documentation and a listing of the
SAMPLE code, Appendices C and D.

3.1 Standard Routines

IMAGE

Subroutine IMAGE is the sub-controller for the IMAGE machine. It begins by echoing
the common block variables passed to the IMAGE machine by the Controller. Next it clears
various arrays and checks a few variables for the correct range. Loop 10 calls subroutines
CLCMTF and PLTPAT, if requested. CLCMTF calculates the horizontal intensity pattern, and
PLTPAT outputs the pattern on the line printer. CLCMTF is called for each of the five possi
ble wavelengths. If a OTF lineprinter plot is requested, subroutine IMAGE calls on subroutine
PLTOTF. IMAGE then returns control to the Controller.

CLCMTF

Subroutine CLCMTF (calculate MTF) calculates the value of the OTF for incoherent light
or the CTF for coherent light. For partially coherent light, CLCMTF calls on the partial coher
ence routines. The passed parameter, ILMBD, is the wavelength for the current image pattern.
A diagram of CLCMTF is shown in figure 3.1-1. The projection system section comprises most
of the routine. Sharad Nandgaonkar1 is responsible for the code of the contact printing section.

The projection section begins by calculating the variable VMAX. VMAX contains the
cutoff frequency for coherent or incoherent illumination. F.or partially coherent illumination,
VMAX contains the highest spatial frequency intercepted by the objective lens, or

(M40),w(H-cr)
X

where cr is the partial coherence parameter.

After VMAX is determined, the routine branches according to the type of mask pattern
requested. In each pattern section, the spacing between horizontal points, DELTX, is calcu
lated via'

DELTX = WINDOW
FLOAT(NMHPTS-l)

The variable WINDOW specifies the width in microns of the lineprinter plot.

The Standard Routines have been released to the general public as of April 1979.
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WNDORG (window origin) specifies the x value of the left side of the window and is calculated
by CLCMTF. The jc=0 position for the Fourier analysis* is in the middle of the line (space) for
the line(space) pattern. Next the Fourier component weightings are calculated for the pattern.
The maximum number of frequency components, MXNMFR, is used to construct the pattern
for a line(or space), in order to place the next nearest line(or space) as far away as possible. A
system message prints the distance to the next nearest line(or space). For a linespace pattern,
only the needed frequency components are calculated. A system message is printed if the
number of frequencies needed exceeds MXNMFR. Since all frequency components of the pat
tern are either 0 or multiples of the fundamental, only the fundamental frequency of the pat
tern, VI, is calculated and stored. The frequency component weightings are stored in the array
FSAMSK (Fourier series at mask). FSAMSK(l) contains the dc weighting. FSAMSK(i) con
tains the weighting of the i th frequency component, v-, =»(i-l)*Vl.

With the frequency weightings of the requested pattern calculated and stored, the routine
branches according to the type of illumination coherence. The focus error in microns is indi
cated by the value of DFDIST; DFDIST=»0 indicates perfect focus. Coherent light without
defocus is handled by copying the frequency weightings in FSAMSK to the array
FSAIMG (Fourier series at image). Subroutine OUT?A3 (out-pattern) is called to construct the
image intensity pattern. Coherent light with defocus is handled by subroutine PARCOH. Par
tially coherent light is handled by subroutine PARCOH (partial coherence) for the defocus case
and by the routine FASTPC (fast partial coherence) for the in-focus case. Both routines con
struct the image intensity pattern internally; OUTPAT is not called for partially coherent illumi
nation. Incoherent light is handled similarly to coherent light. The image frequency weightings
FSAIMG are weighted by the OTF. The OTF is calculated in CLCMTF for the in-focus case
and in subroutine DFCOTF for the defocus case. OUTPAT is called in both cases. After cal

culating the image pattern, CLCMTF returns control to subroutine IMAGE.

DFCOTF

Subroutine DFCOTF (defocus OTF) calculates the incoherent OTF for a focus error dis
tance given by DFDIST. The wavelength of the current calculation is passed in the parameter
list. DFCOTF is the code for the integral equation given by Levi2 and discussed in the theory
section. Twenty iterations give about three decimal places of accuracy for all possible input
values; the routine's results were checked against Levi's results. The OTF calculated for fre
quency Vj is multiplied by FSAMSK(i). The result is stored in FSAIMG (i). Control is then
returned to routine CLCMTF.

OUTPAT

Subroutine OUTPAT calculates the image intensity pattern for each of the horizontal
points. The current wavelength is passed through the parameter list. The horizontal pattern for
the current wavelength is stored in the array THORIN. The composite horizontal intensity pat
tern for of the all wavelengths is stored in array HOJUNT (horizontal intensity). HORINT
weights the pattern generated by each wavelength by the relative intensity of that wavelength.
The sum of the relative intensities for all the wavelengths is 1. OUTPAT is called by routine
CLCMTF.

PLTPAT

Subroutine PLTPAT gives a lineprinter plot of the normalized horizontal image intensity
for each of the wavelengths. It also plots the composite(weighted) image intensity for all the
wavelengths. Setting the appropriate flag in common block IMGFLG punches cards containing
the (x,I) coordinates of the image piot-for ease of transport to a plotter. For the HP plotter
routine used at UCB, the first punched card contains four numbers. The second card contains
one number, the number of sets of points to come-# of wavelengths + composite (if #>1).
The third card contains one number, the number of (x,I) pairs to come. The following cards
contain the (x,I) pairs sequentially, eleven per card. Card three and "point pair" cards follow in

The origin(JC=0) for the printout is defined at the mask lineedge.
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t groups, where t is the number on the second card.

Since the plotting routines in IMAGE and in DVELOP may soon be replaced with
routines requiring less memory, only the highlights of the routine will be discussed. The plot
information is contained in the array IPLT(123,99), where plot points (x,I) are stored as a
holerith in the appropriate cell in the array. Curves for different wavelengths are stored as
different letters in the array. On the CDC6400 printers at UC Berkeley, 123 by 99 results in a
square plot. IPLT is stored in blank common(along with other arrays) in order to save memory
during compilation. The vertical axis pertains to the intensity and the horizontal axis pertains
to the x dimension. The extremes of the array IPLT contain the character "*". The center of
cell IPLT(2,2) contains the intensity 1.3 . The center of IPLT(2,98) contains intensity=0. 0
and 1.3 are printed on the plot to indicate these points. A horizontal line of dashes indicates
the intensity of 1.0 . Note that the center of the cells just within the *'s contain the boundary
of the problem. HORINT(NMHPTS) is contained in the center of IPLT(122,2). NX and NZ
contain the indices of IPLT for the horizontal point IHPT being calculated in loop 12.
Numbers such as 2.0001 have the .0001 in order to avoid roundoff errors.

PLTOTF

Subroutine PLTOTF plots the OTF for the incoherent defocus case, the incoherent in-
focus case, and the coherent in-focus case. A request for an OTF plot for partial coherence
results in a system error message. PLTOTF can take significant time because various other
subroutines, such as DFCOTF, are called for 31 spatial frequencies. As in subroutine
PLTPAT, punched cards may be requested for the optical transfer function(OTF) for both in-

focus and defocus cases. The plot is -r- the area of the image plot, although it uses the same

blank common array IPLT.

IMGMSG

Subroutine IMGMSG (image messages) contains the system message, warning, and error
statements. There is an obvious order to the message routines of all machines. The common
block variables used by IMAGE are echoed by IMGMSG at the start of each run of machine
IMAGE. Most of the messages used by IMAGE are printed out by IMGMSG, with the excep
tion of the partial coherence routines.

3.2 Partial Coherence Routines

The algorithms for partial coherence can accept four different cases: partial coherence
without defocus, partial coherence with defocus, complete coherence without defocus, and
complete coherence with defocus(,). Subroutine PARCOH is the code corresponding to the
partial coherence formulation discussed in previous pages. However, shortcuts in the algo
rithm, resulting in substantial savings in run time, can be made under the condition of perfect
focus. Subroutine FASTPC takes advantage of these shortcuts. Comparison of the run times
for the various routines is discussed.

PARCOH

Subroutine PARCOH calculates the intensity pattern on the resist for partially and fully
coherent light under various degrees of defocus. The common blocks CBWIND, FOUSER,
HORIMG, IMG2PR, IMG3PR, IMGFLG, IOl, SPECTR, OPTIC, and PCTERM are needed by
PARCOH. The array TERM(82,3) in block PCTERM is shared by FASTPC in order to save
memory space. Documentation on all of the blocks' variables is contained in the Common

(''The case of complete coherence without defocus can be handled in a more efficient manner than in the
partial coherence formulation. The capability of complete coherence without defocus is included for the pur
pose of checking the partial coherence algorithm.
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Block Documentation, Appendix C. The statement
COMPLEX ALL(82)

may or may not be included, depending on the particular image intensity calculation used. The
number 82 reserves memory for the maximum number of mask spatial frequencies that can be
intercepted per source wave by the objective lens: CLCMTF allows 41 frequencies and PAR
COH processes the ± components of the 41 frequencies. In addition to the blocks, PARCOH
is passed the parameter ILMBD, which gives the index of the current wavelength
RLAMBD(index). The current wavelength is used to find the coherent cutoff" frequency of the
objective lens, VCOBJ, in the first executable statement of the routine.

At present, the routine assumes the source of figure 2.5-7(Chapter 2). The routine
divides the source into assumed "coherence areas", corresponding to the bars in the figure.
Each coherence area is responsible for an intensity pattern on the resist. The summation of the
intensity patterns from all of the coherence areas on the source are added to form the total
intensity pattern. For perfect focus(DFDIST=0.), symmetric coherence areas can be calculated
at the same time, since the intensity patterns produced by coherence areas equidistant from the
optic axis of a line source are identical in the plane of focus*. Symmetric coherence areas*
correspond to illuminating plane waves(source waves) of ±vs. The in-focus capability is
included in PARCOH for comparison with the faster algorithm in routine FASTPC. The spatial
frequencies of the iUuminating source beams are separated by DSFRQ(the discrete frequency
separation), which is determined by the number of coherence areas in the top half of the
source(NCOHAR). NCOHAR is determined by the number of coherence areas in the top half
of the source for o-«*l, given by the variable AREAS, times the current a-, given by the vari
able SIGMA. The -added .0001 is to make sure that NCOHAR-AREAS if or=l. NCOHAR
has a minimum value of 8. SIGMA is the ratio of the numerical aperture of the condenser lens
to the numerical aperture of the objective lens. The size of the source, the condenser lens size,
and the focal length of the condenser lens determine the number of coherence areas needed.
These numbers are not usually readily available or meaningful for many condensers. In any
case, the image intensity converges to a pattern after ten coherence areas or so. The run time of
the routine is approximately proportional to the number of coherence areas chosen. Run time
becomes excessive for SIGMA > 3. Presently NCOHAR3" 15 for SIGMA=»1 and can be
changed by altering statement 1 in the routine. A comparison study of an efficient number of
coherence areas to be taken will be done later. NI sets the number of iterations for loop 75.
DSFRQ>0 and NI=2 indicates perfect focus and that only the positive source wave intensity
patterns are calculated. DSFRQ=0 and NI^l indicates the coherent formulation.

Closely related to the number of coherence areas is the normalization constant RNORML.
The normalization constant is equal to the fraction of the acceptance angle of the objective lens
that the source wave incremental frequency(DSFRQ) occupies. RNORML contains the weight
ing to be given to each coherence area. When all 2-NCOHAR source coherence area contribu
tions are calculated for the final image(partially coherent light with defocus).

nNOBMT DSFRQ
*^U 2-AMINl(VCOBJ,VCCOND)

For partial coherence without defocus,

RNORML PSFRQ
AMIN1 (VCOBJ,VCCOND)

Only half of the source coherence areas need be calculated, since the other symmetric half just
adds a factor of two. Note that the normalization factor divides the accumulated intensity pat
tern by the intensity incident on the resist given a clear mask.

The variable FACTOR is used to save multiplications in the intensity section.

FACTOR = .5-VRNORML

See Cases II and III in section 2.5.3(Chapter 2).
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An incoming source wave with field £ is defined to have an intensity weighting of 1. Then

2

and the magnitude of E is equal to V2. The V2 weighting need not be explicitly written in the
equation for FACTOR, since RNORML normalizes the intensity due to DSFRQ by the inten
sity due to a clear mask. In other words, the -J2 field weighting(or 1 intensity weighting) can
cels due to the normalization of RNORML. The .5 in FACTOR is due to the mask spatial fre
quency vm diffracting two beams of frequencies ±vm. That is,

. 1 +/2jtt»_x , 1 —2vvmx
QQs2'nvmx - -re m + ~re m

Each diffracted beam has a weight factor of .5 times the mask weighting.

After NCOHAR, RNORML, DSFRQ, FACTOR, and NI are set to the values appropriate
to partial or full coherence with or without defocus, the main part of the routine is entered.
Statement 25 defines the variable DFOCPH, or "defocus phase". DFOCPH is the variable a,

\hdj
a-— ,

defined in section 2.3.3 . Several do-loops are included in the major section. The outer loop,
100, is responsible for iterating the intensity pattern effects due to the source spatial frequency
vs, FORTRAN variable VS. Loop 100's index ICOHAR refers to a symmetric set of source
coherence areas. Note that the first coherence area corresponds to a source wave of spatial fre

quency VS- DS^RQ and not VS=»0(dc). Fully coherent light is an exception with VS=0.
The next loop, 75, is responsible for iterating the intensity pattern effects due to the symmetric
source waves ±vs. The index I equals one for perfect focus and for full coherence. I equals
two for partial coherence with defocus, since the effect on the image due to each area of the
symmetric pair of source areas is not the same.

Loop 50 stores information about the spatial frequencies of the image intensity pattern
due to the current source wave of spatial frequency vs. Source frequency vs°*VS impinges on
the mask frequency vffl»VM causing diffracted spatial frequencies of vs+vm and vs—vm, which
are stored in the variable SHFREQ. If the diffracted beams(frequencies) are within the accep
tance angle of the objective lens and if the diffracted beams are bright enough to include in the
calculation(Fourier weighting ^.0001), the beam frequency weighting, the mask frequency,
and the defocus phase are stored in TERM(KOUNT, 1-2-3 respectively). KOUNT indexes the
values due to one diffracted beam and can be incremented twice, corresponding to the ±vm,
for each of the IFRCP of loop 50. Note that the Fourier series at the mask(FSAMSK) is multi
plied by FACTOR and stored in TERM(KOUNT,l). Loop 50 is repeated for the number of
mask frequency components NMFRCP.

After the frequency information due to a source wave is stored, the intensity pattern for
the source wave is calculated. There are several methods of calculation; the fastest of which
will be discussed now. The following intensity algorithm relies on the paraxial ray approxima
tion and thus assumes small numerical apertures. Loops 53 and 52 comprise the intensity cal
culation. The inner loop 52 stores the electric field for the point x in the variable AL. The
field consists of all the diffracted beams formed into fields, as in Case IV of section 2.5.2. The
normalized intensity pattern for the present source area is calculated via the equation

Im = .5-RNORML-tea/(£E*)

The intensity pattern is then added to the accumulated intensity pattern due to the previously
calculated source areas.

A "high-<r" intensity algorithm, which departs somewhat from the small angle approxima
tion, is also available(but not used in the current version). For cr^2 the beam angles can
become large. The energy flow of the beat patterns are no longer perpendicular to the resist

Iav - -rReaKE'E*)-!
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surface. A weighted average of the two beating beams is then taken. The energy in each beam
is assumed to flow independently.

After all source area intensity contributions are calculated, the accumulated intensity is
stored in HORINT and the routine returns control to CLCMTF.

Since the optical transfer function(OTF) formulation is used by IMAGE to treat patterns
illuminated with incoherent light, a theoretical link is needed between the OTF formulation and
the partial coherence formulation. The results of the two formulations are directly comparable
if the normalization methods are the same. As discussed previously, the partial coherence for
mulation normalizes the intensity by dividing by the intensity at the resist surface with no mask
present~or a perfectly clear mask present. The OTF is normalized by dividing the frequency
weightings by

h(Xfyi) I2 dx/dy,J/i
The quantity represents the dc intensity incident on the resist surface with no mask present3.
Thus the normalization for the two formulations is the same.

FASTPC

Subroutine FASTPC calculates the intensity pattern incident on the resist for partially
coherent light without defocus. The common blocks CBWIND, FOUSER, HORIMG,
IMG2PR, IMG3PR, IMGFLG, 101, OPTIC, SPECTR, and PCTERM are needed by FASTPC.
The current wavelength ILMBD is passed as a parameter from routine CLCMTF to routine
FASTPC. The variables VCCOND and VCOBJ contain the coherent cutoff" frequencies of the
condenser lens and of the objective lens, respectively. FASTPC runs about four times faster
than PARCOH with NC0HAR=15.

As discussed in the Chapter 2, many coherence areas produce the same intensity pattern
in the in-focus image plane. A^ particular "coherence area" A gives rise to a set of diffracted
beams within the acceptance angle of the objective lens. An adjacent "coherence area" B that
neither shifts new beams into nor present beams out of the acceptance angle produces the same
intensity pattern as A. Thus it is pointless to calculate B's pattern. It should noted that,
although A and B give rise to the same pattern in the image plane, the patterns add in intensity
andare notcoherent with each other. Therefore, diffraction rings from dust and dirt* in the opti
cal system is lessened by many coherence areas, regardless of whether or not they give rise to
the same intensity patterns in the image plane.

The routine begins by calculating the variables VCCOND and VCOBJ, which contain the
coherent cutoff frequencies of the condenser lens and of the objective lens, respectively. Three
variables, VADSKPCV add skip"), IENDFLCend flag"), and EFCINC("frequency component
increment") are also initialized. VADSKP, IENDFL, and IFCINC are used to prevent redun
dant calculations. Do loop 10 searches for the largest positive mask spatial frequency included
within the acceptance angle of the objective vf. VI is the fundamental frequency of the mask
pattern, and thus the mask frequencies are multiples of VI. The difference between the objec
tive lens cutoff frequency and the largest mask frequency is stored in VTMP1. VTMP2 stores
the difference between VI and VTMP1. Figure 3.2-la shows the diffracted beams for the dc
source wave along with the acceptance angle of the objective lens, the angle between the
± VCOBJ lines. The minimum of (VTMP1,VTMP2) represents the angular distance one can
shift the diffracted mask frequencies without affecting beams within the acceptance angle; that
is, no new beams are shifted into the angle and no old beams are shifted out of the angle.
Source waves smaller than vs =» VS1 contribute to the same intensity pattern in the in-focus
image plane, where

VS1 = AMIN1(VTMP1,VTMP2)
In loop 10, IFCPSV("index-frequency-component-save") saves the index of array FSAMSK of

Diffraction rings become a problem for <r<.15
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the highest frequency component that is included in the acceptance angle of the objective lens.
Before the routine reaches do-loop 100, IFCPSV contains the index of the frequency com
ponent that will either be shifted out of the acceptance angle or be shifted into the acceptance
angle during the second coherence area calculation. INCFAC ("increment factor") determines
whether IFCPSV is decremented or incremented after the first pass through the routine.
IFCPSV and INCFAC are used to prevent redundant calculations.

Depending on whether VTMP2>VTMP1 or whether VTMP1>VTMP2, the block of
statements beginning with 15 or with 13 is executed. VSl, VS2, and VS3 are the first three
source wave spatial frequency increments used by the routine. They are multiplied by .99999
to take care of computer roundoff error in the comparison statements of loop 50. Figures 3.2-1
demonstrate how VSl,2,3 are chosen. Figure 3.2-la shows the diffracted mask beams in their
relation to the acceptance angle for the case VTMPKVTMP2 and ^"O. For source waves vs
in the range

\vs\< VTMP1 ,
the spatial frequencies accepted by the objective remain the same. Thus the first intensity cal
culation takes place with VSl—VTMPl, figure 3.2-lb. vf is considered to be just within the
acceptance angle; and u~+l is still outside of the acceptance angle. The source wave frequency
is then incremented by VS2, figure 3.2-lc, such that vf is shifted outside the angle and that
vJli is outside the angle. For the case depicted in figure 3.2-la,

VS2 - VTMP2 - VTMP1

The intensity pattern contribution is calculated for the set of beams within the angle and added
to the previous pattern. For the next intensity pattern calculation, beam frequency v^x is
shifted inside the acceptance angle, figure 3.2-Id. Thus the third shift is VS3=V1-(VTMP2-
VTMP1)=»V1-VS2 and is shown in figure 3.2-ld. All future shift increments toggle between
VS3 and VS2. For example, VS4 =» VT-VS3=VS2. The routine continues to increment the
source wave frequency i^—VS until it exceeds the angle of rays produced by the condenser
lens. Note that, if VTMP1 is greater than VTMP2, IFCPSV is incremented by 1 for the reason
explained above.

Although the central part of the routine is nearly identical to that discussed in subroutine
PARCOH, several important differences should be noted. The normalization in FASTPC is
based on the magnitude of the shift increments, VSADD(present increment) + VADSKP(past
increments producing the same pattern). The normalization constant RNORMAL is equal to
the fraction of the acceptance angle of the objective lens that the source wave incremental area
occupies. If the mask were completely transparent, the normalization constant represents the
fraction of the intensity incident on the resist surface due to the present source wave incremen
tal area.

i?vnpwr VSADD + V*DSKP
twvKML - (VC0Bj*AMIN\{SIGMA, 1.))

VADSKP adds the weighting from a previous calculation that was skipped; see text below.
Note only the positive frequency increments are considered, since VCOBJ is the positive fre
quency cutoff. As in PARCOH, a variable FACTOR is defined as

FACTOR - .5-V2-V.5-RNORML

The .5-VI refers to a field of weighting V2 incident on a mask spatial frequency with two
beams, each with weight .5. The added factor V.5-RNORML refers to the intensity calculation,

where the .5 comes from the —Rea^E-E and RNORML is the normalization constant.

Before the normalization constant is calculated, a check for redundant calculations is
made. If the mask frequency that is on the verge of being shifted out of(or into) the accep
tance angle of the objective has a zero (or close to zero) weighting, the present coherence area
effect is identical to the next coherence area effect. Therefore, the program proceeds to the
next coherence area without calculating the effect of the present coherence area. The present
area's weighting, VSADD, is simply added to the next area's weighting. VADSKP stores the
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present area's weighting. However, if the present area is the final area calculated, the routine
may not delay calculation of the present area intensity contribution. IENDFL checks for the
final area calculation. When the index IFCPSV < 0, ICHECK maintains the proper index for
array FSAMSK.

Perhaps another difference between PARCOH and FASTPC worthy of mention is the
importance of the IF statements in loop 50. As in PARCOH, mask frequencies of less than
.001 are simply ignored. The shifted positive mask frequencies are checked to insure that they
are included in the acceptance angle. The shift frequency increments VSi were multiplied by
.99999 in order to compensate for computer roundoff error. A problem can develop if
VTMP2=»VTMP1, as in figure 3.2-2 . During the first intensity calculation, beam vf" should be
included and beam v~ should not be included. Because of roundoff error, both may be
included. Multiplying the shift increments VSl,2,3 by .99999 alleviates the problem. The
same comparison principle is used for the shifted negative mask frequencies. Negative shifted
frequencies(SHFREQ) are kept if they are greater than -VCOBJ. Positive shifted frequencies
are kept if they are less than VCOBJ. If the cutoff frequency of the objective has the same
value as a multiple of the mask fundamental, it will be included in the first intensity calculation.
Because of the assumption of a small mask, the multiple of the mask fundamental should only
be included for patterns near the center of the mask.

The shift increments are toggled between VS2 and VS3 in loop 100 with the use of
MOD(1,2) as a toggle. The variable IFCPSV is decremented or incremented, depending on the
value of INCFAC*IFCINC. Note that if VTMP1>VTMP2, ICHECK(=IFCPSV for />1) goes
as i, i+1, i-2, i+3, i-4, ..., where /is the index of the last beam inside the acceptance angle. If
VTMP2>VTMP1, i represents the index of the first beam outside the acceptance angle. For
IFCPSV <0, ICHECK is equal to 2-IFCPSV. Statements 65 through 99 determine the last
shift increment. If the temporary shifted frequency VSTEMP=v5 is less than or equal to the
condenser lens cutoff frequency VCCOND, the routine continues as planned. If the shifted
frequency is greater than VCCOND, the routine calculates the final shift increment
VSADD «•»VCCOND-VS and sets the present source frequency to VCCOND. Also, the vari
able IENDFL is set equal to 1, in order to indicate the final coherence area calculation. If
VSADD is less than .001, the routine doesn't bother to calculate the the intensity contribution.
A negative VSADD means that the routine should jump out of loop 100 and is detected by the
"less than .001 IF statement. The factor of .99999 in the shift increments protects against
roundoff error.

The final intensity is stored in HORINT as before.

References for Chapter 3:

1) S.N. Nandgaonkar, "Design of a Simulator Program(SAMPLE) for IC Fabrication",
M.S. Report, Dept. of EECS, U.C. Berkeley, 1978.

2) L. Levi, Applied Optics, vol. 1, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1968, p 456.
3) J.W. Goodman, Introduction to Fourier Optics, McGraw-Hill, 1968, p 114.



Chapter 4

The EXPOSE Machine

EXPOSE provides an array of M values as a function of position (x,z) in the resist for a
particular exposure energy incident on the resist surface. Since the method of exposure used
by the EXPOSE machine is identical to the method used by Neureuther and Dill1-2, only a brief
description of the theory will be given here. Several wrinkles in the code make a longer
description of the code appropriate.

4.1 Theory

Although the exposure of the resist is a two dimensional problem, it has artificially been
separated into two one dimensional problems. The one dimensional problem in z assumes that
the exposure energy is perpendicularly incident on the surface of the resist, figure 4.1-1. The
resist is divided into layers, each with a complex index of refraction Nj, which depends on the
resist properties and the relative inhibitor concentration Mj of the layer. Initially all Zj layers
start with M^\ and with the samevalueof Nj. The resist is then exposed with incident energy
Ei. Each layer receives a different amount of exposure energy, (Et)y, due to standing wave
effects and due to attenuation of the fields in the resist. A new Nj and M} for the layer j is cal
culated as a function of (Ei)y. A second energy increment E2 is used to expose the resist
further, and new M/s and N/s are calculated for each layer. The process continues until a
heavy exposure energy, or dose is reached; and a exposure table of M versus incident energy
and Zj layervalues, M(zJtEk), is created. The energy increments E^-E*. are picked such that
the resulting incremental changes in M are roughly the same. The one dimensional algorithm
used to determine the energy absorbed for each layer is described by Berning3. Multiple
wavelengths are handled by sharing each incremental exposure of the resist between the

ml
different wavelengths in proportion to their relative intensities. The dose is the energy in —7

cm*
of all of the wavelengths incident on the surface of the resist, i.e., the energy measured by a
perfectly absorbing light meter.

If we assume that the intensity distribution produced by IMAGE does not spread while
propagating through the resist, the distribution can be broken up into vertical columns, x,, in x
of cells in z. The exposure, or M} value, of each cell in a particular column is determined by
the exposure energy E, incident on the top cell in the column. A two dimensional array of M
versus resist position {xhzj) is created by using the one dimensional energy profile in x created
by IMAGE in conjunction with the energy table of EXPOSE, which is one dimensional in z.
The dashed vertical line in figure 4.1-2 indicates the incident exposure energy that the column
of resist has received. The actual Mj values in the column of resist due to exposure E, are
interpolated from the columns E* and E*+1 in the exposure table M{zjfEk), where E, is
between Ek and Ek+\. The maximum dimensions of the array M{xitZj) correspond to the
depth of the resist and the width of the intensity image plus a linearly extrapolated boundary
layer.

M(x,z) can be massaged to model various post-exposure processes. A diffusion routine
simulating post exposure bake has been written* and plans for further additions have been
made. The M(x,z) values are easily translated into the development rates needed by the
developing routines, DVELOP.

written at U.C. Berkeley by W.G. Oldham and S. Nandgaonkar.
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4.2 Code

The code for the EXPOSE machine is contained in four subroutines, diagrammed in
figure 4.2-1. The code is written in standard FORTRAN and is portable to most minicomput
ers. The following text, the comments in the code, the Common Block Documentation, and
reference 1 should enable one to understand the code in enough detail to permit modifications.

EXPOSE

Subroutine EXPOSE is the sub-controller for the EXPOSE machine. The variable
IRXJMZD (re-use M of z and dose) in block RUCOMP(re-use computation) decides whether
routine CLCMZD (calculate M vs. z and dose) or routine CLCMXZ(ca/cw/ate M vs. x and z) is
called. CLCMZD calculates the exposure table M(zJtEk). Using the exposure table and the
intensity distribution from IMAGE, CLCMXZ calculates the array M(xitzj). The routines were
separated in order to save computer time; and sub-controller EXPOSE attempts to use the
existing exposure table for subsequent problems given to it by the Controller. If the doses
required by CLCMXZ are outside of the exposure table calculated by CLCMZD, CLCMZD is
recalled by sub-controller EXPOSE to expand the exposure (z-dose) table. The exposure table
has a maximum recalculation limit. Beyond the limit, an error message, suggesting that the
user used a ridiculously high dose, is printed out. Control is then returned to the Controller.
The expanded table is used until the Controller asks for subroutine CLCMZD to be run again,
which occurs the first time EXPOSE is run during a batch.

CLCMZD

Subroutine CLCMZD produces a two dimensional array of M versus z and dose,
RMZDOS(J,IENDIV). Variables passed to and from subroutine CLCMZD are explained in the
Common Block Documentation, appendix C. The first section of CLCMZD initializes the
matrices SLBNDX and THIC. DELTZ is the thickness in microns of each resist layer; all the
layer thicknesses are stored in THICO except for the substrate. THIC(l) is the air and is left
uninitialized. Initially, SLBNDX(ILMBD,IZPOS) holds the complex index of each wavelength,
calculated on the basis of M(x,z)**\, for each resist layer.

The next section initializes CUENAB(J,IENDIV) and parts of RMZDOS. The cumulative
energy absorbed(CUENAB) is really an "effective" cumulative energy. It represents the sum
mation over ail wavelengths of the (relative intensity at that wavelength)'(actual intensity)*(C
at that wavelength). The sum of the relative intensities is equal to 1.

The bulk of the remainder of the routine encodes the equations found in reference 3.
RMZDOS gives Mat the position J for the energy division IENDIV. The actual incident energy
on the resist surface, without subtracting reflected energy, is contained in the array
EXPOS(IENDIV). The successive energy increments EXPOS(IENDIV)-EXPOS (IENDIV-1)
are picked such that the resulting M increments are roughly the same. The array EXPOS con
tains the total relative intensity of the various wavelengths in millijoules per cm-squared. Phy
sical conventions, shown in figure 4.2-2, are as follows: J—l is the air "layer"; J=56 is the max
imum value of the substrate "layer"; J—55,54,53,52 are the maximum values of the four possi
ble intermediate layers; currently there is a maximum of 50 photoresist layers; the variable
IZPOS or J equal to j for an interface refers to the j,j+l interface.

The algorithm for the successive bleaching divides the resist into layers, each with a com
plex index N=n-ik stored as a function of wavelength in SLBNDX(ILMBD,J), where ILMBD
is the wavelength number" and J is the z position number. SLBNDX is calculated for each
energy increment. The krA energy increment is stored in EXPOS(k). EXPOS(1)=0 and
corresponds to no exposure. For example, if there were two wavelengths and the fifth energy
increment update of SLBNDX had just been completed, the program would calculate the
energy absorbed in each layer for the first wavelength using the fifth energy increment update
for SLBNDX for that wavelength and then repeat the calculation for the second wavelength and

A maximum of ten wavelengths are allowed.
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its fifth update for SLBNDX.

The section of code containing the linearization of M with exposure energy is located in
two parts in CLCMZD. The linearization section attempts to set the exposure energy incre
ments of the exposure table such that M changes roughly the same with each energy increment.
The equations used are as follows:

Mm + BMk - e"*"'*"^ (4.2-la)
where Kd - - £ I^Cfi"1***' (4.2-lb)

d the thickness of the resist. Mk-X is the value of Mat the end of the k-\th energy exposure
increment. 8Mk is the change in A/that the kthenergy increment SE* produces. Ah Bh Q are
the A,B,Cs at the \th wavelength. Inl refers to the relative intensity at the \th wavelength.
Solving equations (4.2-1) gives

In the actual algorithm E^ is divided by the variable PWRATl, in order to recognize the
reflection loss at the resist-air interface. PWRATl is the fraction of the incident energy passed
into the resist from the air for the wavelength located in the first dimension of WLABC-
WLABC(l,n,o,p). The correspondence between the FORTRAN variables and the variables
used here are:

Mk.x — RM (4.2-3a)

BMk — DELTM (b)

Kd — TEMPEX (c)

E*-! — EXPOS(IENDIV-l) (d)

E* — EXINC(IENDrV) (e)

!„,, — RELINT(ILMBD) (f)

d — THICK(l) (g)

A,-B,-C, — WLABC(ILMBD,2-3-4) (h)

The linearization algorithm solves for the incremental amount of kth incident energy needed to
expose a resist of thickness d to an M of Mk-x+8Mk. The algorithm is approximate-as the
assumed attenuation of the resist is A+B, the reflection from the front surface is determined
from the primary wavelength only, and the standing wave effects are ignored. The "complete
ness" of exposure of the resist-as reflected in the exposure table RMZDOS~is controlled in the
Controller through the constant picked in the DELTM assignment statement. The default
value for the constant is .7/(NENDIV-l) -giving an approximate resist exposure at the bottom
of the resist of .7 . NENDIV refers to the number of energy divisions the table is divided into.
A large value for NENDIV results in a fine exposure table, and a small value for NENDIV
results in a coarse exposure table. The Controller sets the original value of NENDIV. Sub-
controller EXPOSE increases these values as necessary.

The rest of the routine runs the multiple wavelength exposure for the present energy
increment IENDIV. Figure 4.2-3 depicts the loops of this section.

The basic equations that were programmed from Beraing3 are

e~i2*'(F -r )~F(l-F r )e vr, r}) ryu ryfy/ ^ 2-4a)

Fje-^iFj-^-a-Fjrj)O-i

O-i
(Ff-\)tje

-<*,

Fje'^'iFj-^-a-Fjrj)
(b)
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2Vft0RealOVrari.i)
r* " TTm (c)"o+Nm+\

where nQ =» 1. =» the real index of refraction of the medium(air) above the photoresist and
iVOT+1 is the complex index of refraction of the layer m+1.

rm - Fm+1 (d)

2tt
<P,

where lj is the thickness of the jth layer.

*o
•Njlj

J n0+Nj

(e)

(f)

Layer m+1 is the substrate. The ratio of the power absorbed in the jth layer to the power
absorbed in the i-lth layer is given by

_£_ lo-iPa-kl*)
Pj-X ' I'yPd-l'-y-il2)

The power absorbed in the )th layer is ^y

where P^} is the incident power. The relations between the variables in the above equations
and the FORTRAN variables in the program are as follows:

0 - Rj tj - TJ

ry_j - RJM1 tj.x - TJM1

|r,|2 = RJS I^P-TJS

|r,_,|2 - RJM1S Ir^l2 - TJM1S
/} = FJ n0=(l.,0.) (4.2-5)

Pj OTrxTA*i /r\ l-SLBNDX(subs index)—-PJDJMl(J) rm = 1+SLBNDX(subs index)

<Py - PHU l-|r0|2 - PWRATl

CLCMXZ

Subroutine CLCMXZ creates a two dimensional array RMXZ that contains M as a func
tion of x and z. The maximum dimension of RMXZ is (52,52) corresponding to the maximum
dimension (50,50) of resist points plus a linearly extrapolated boundary layer. The resist point
Gc,z) = (0.,0.) is the middle of the upper boundary of cell RMXZ(2,2). The resist point
6c,z) = (XMAX,ZMAX) is the middle of the lower boundary of cell
RMXZ(NMHPTS+1,NPRPTS). RMXZ is calculated using the horizontal energy array
HOREN, the exposure energy array EXPOS, and the array RMZDOS containing M as a func
tion of energy and z position. The section that degrades M simply subtracts the value of
DGRADM from every cell in the matrix. The energy in HOREN and EXPOS is the summa
tion of (relative intensity) •intensity •time for all of the wavelengths.

EXPMSG

Subroutine EXPMSG is the message subroutine for machine EXPOSE. It is similar in
format to IMGMSG.

(g)

Al pU) u A'
3
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Chapter 5

The DEVELOP Machine

Machine DEVELOP dvelops the resist exposed by machine EXPOSE. The basic algo
rithms were originally conceived and written by Bob Jewett1. Enough changes have been made
in the code to warrant fairly complete documentation of the present machine.

5.1 Theory

The present version of DEVELOP follows a developing contour by keeping track of the
position of the points on the developing string. At time — 0, the developing string points are
evenly spaced and situated at the top of the resist, as in figure 5.1-1. z equal to zero specifies
the top of the resist; the particular zero time x values of the string points depend on the WIN
DOW and EDGE parameters chosen by the user. As development progresses, the string
proceeds to define the resist-developer boundary. The rate that a string point travels is deter
mined by the M value at the string point's position via the equation

rate - R(M) - a-e*******1 (5.1-1)
The constant a serves to give the rate in microns/second. Ex, E2, and £3 are predetermined
constants of the resist, the developer, the temperature, and the processing conditions that one
wishes to include. The direction of a string point is determined by averaging the directions of
the perpendicular bisectors of the two adjacent string segments, as in figure 5.1-2. The end-
points of the string maintain the direction initialized at the start of the routine.

Several problems occur using the string point approach. Loops may develop in the string,
as in figure 5.1-3a. A point is added at the intersection of the intersecting string segments; and
the loop is removed, as in figure 5.1-3b. Part of the string may develop outside of the resist
boundary, as in figure 5.1-4a. In order to maintain string boundary integrity, points in the
boundary area develop at the same rate as the boundary point. Points beyond the boundary
area are slowed to a low rate in order to prevent the string from curving around and re-entering
the resist. Periodically, the points outside of the boundary are deleted, as in figure 5.1-4b; a
new boundary point is defined where the string crosses the boundary; the new endpoint direc
tion is the same as the previously defined direction for the boundary point. The lower boun
dary also has a boundary area, figures 5.1-5. Strings in the lower boundary area have develop
ment rates equal to their resist counterparts; in other words, the lower boundary condition is
reflective. If the boundary point develops into the lower boundary area, much of the string in
the lower boundary area is deleted in order to save computer time. The various boundary con
ditions are an attempt to give reasonable results for the majority of patterns.

5.2 Code

Written in standard FORTRAN, the code for the DEVELOP machine is portable to most
minicomputers. Figure 5.2-1 diagrams the relations between the routines. DEVELOP requires
a large set of internal parameters, which it attempts to set itself. User-requested machine
options include continuation of development, punched cards for the string points, diagnostics,
and a higher accuracy run (additional points on the starting string).
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